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Maybe you've received one before: a small note, tucked away in an Amazon package,  
with a message like “if you have any issues please contact our customer service” or “receive a  
free second product in exchange for your valuable feedback.” Often small pieces of cardstock,  
they come with grammatical, syntactical, and punctuation errors, inviting you to scan a QR  
code, join a Facebook group or reach out to a certain email address. These notes are the  
entryway into the sprawling networks of Amazon vendors, intermediaries, and "reviewers” who  
have created an entire economy for fake Amazon reviews.  
 

It is a somewhat well-documented fact that a large percentage of reviews on Amazon  
products are fake;1 however, little attention is given to the who and how of those fake reviews. 
In this paper, I will employ autoethnography and netnography to describe how Amazon third-
party sellers, intermediaries, and reviewers create a vast web of Facebook, Whatsapp, and 
Wechat groups to form the underground economy of fake Amazon reviews. This fragile 
economy is built on trust and word of mouth and bolstered by a diffuse community structure.  
 
 To understand the world of fake reviews, it's important to first understand how the  
majority of items for sale on Amazon work: in an effort to sell absolutely everything, early on  
Amazon opened up its website to third-party vendors -- that is, people who are otherwise 
unaffiliated with Amazon.com can post listings and sell items on the site. In 2006, Amazon  
began the Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA) program2. FBA allows for third-party vendors to house 
their products in Amazon Warehouses and have logistics including packing and shipping  
handled by Amazon instead of by the individual seller. This innovation made selling on Amazon  
only a matter of having some minimal capital and a good understanding of a market. Most items  
on Amazon today are sold by FBA sellers. Having selected their product by using sites 
that provide analytics about selling trends, the sellers then order wholesale on Alibaba3 and ship 
to Amazon Warehouses.  
 
 The problem with this system then becomes that there could be 10 or 20 or 3000 people  
selling virtually the exact same mid-century modern plant stand with little variation. The  
average shopper is left swimming in a sea of listings for identical products and is unlikely to go 
past the first page of listings before they make their selection. This means that in order for FBA  
sellers to turn a profit, they must have their listing appear on the first page of search results for  
                                                 
1 Although Amazon disputes this, claiming less than 1% of reviews are likely fake 
2 Kiri Masters, "Amazon Revolutionized Order Fulfillment, But This Company Is Creating Prime-Like Shipping For 
All," Forbes, June 21, 2018, accessed February 27, 2020.  
3 Alibaba is a Chinese wholesale website.  
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any given keyword. In order to promote more popular products to a higher place in the listings,  
the Amazon algorithm which determines a listing's placement in search results heavily weighs  
the number and quality of reviews. In theory, this is a great system, but in practice, we know  
that people are more likely to leave a comment or review about a negative experience over a  
positive one. The result? Sellers must obtain positive reviews or else risk losing the money they  
put into the venture.  
 
 This dynamic creates a demand for positive reviews and an entire economy around them.  
First, sellers make contact, often via an intermediary, with buyers in the U.S. and request that  
they purchase the seller's product from Amazon using their own credit or debit card. After the  
person in the U.S. has received the product, they can leave a "verified purchase” review on the  
product. This is essential to the process; while anyone can review any product on Amazon  
regardless of whether the account has purchased that item, Amazon weighs the reviews of  
known purchases as far more important in their rating algorithm. Typically, once the review is  
"live," which can take anywhere from a day to a week, the seller will refund the whole or partial  
cost of the item via Paypal, sometimes even including a commission on particularly hard-to-sell  
items, such as phone charging cables. There are three main roles within the fake review  
economy:  
 
Sellers 
 
 These are mostly smaller-scale businesses in China that select products to sell via FBA.  
They facilitate shipment of products from wholesalers in China to the U.S. and then solicit  
reviews for those products either directly from reviewers in the U.S. or via an intermediary.  
 
Intermediaries 
 
 The intermediary is a professional review solicitor, they post pictures of  
products to review groups, build relationships with “trusted reviewers,” track the status of a 
product from purchase through review posting, and facilitate refunding the reviewer. When I  
first started tracking the review economy, nearly all intermediaries were Chinese. However,  
about a year ago I noticed a growing number of Bangladeshi men, usually in their early 20's to  
early 30's, acting as intermediaries. Unlike the Chinese intermediaries who have to hop the  
Great Fire Wall to get onto Facebook and therefore often have very sparse Facebook accounts  
(1-2 stock photos and a few random memes at the most), the Bangladeshi intermediaries often  
conduct business using what appear to be their own personal accounts set to public, with photos 
of family and friends and information about their location and education. I have also recently  
observed a rise in Middle Eastern men working as intermediaries in the past 4-6 months, with a 
mix of “fake” and “real” accounts. I also know of at least two U.S. international students living 
in China who have attempted to be intermediaries, with limited success. The unique challenges 
of these non-Chinese intermediaries, how they become part of the fake review economy, and 
their interactions with both sellers and reviewers present a great opportunity for further research.  
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Reviewers 
  
 Reviewers are people in the U.S. with Amazon Prime4 accounts who have, either  
from ads in a previous product or from clicking on a Facebook or Instagram ad, entered the fake  
review economy. They purchase a product, provide a seller or intermediary with their order ID  
number, post a five-star review of the product several days after it has arrived, and then receive  
an agreed upon refund in exchange for that review. For the purposes of this paper, I am  
focusing on U.S. reviewers, but there are paid reviewers for most major Amazon marketplaces  
across the globe, including Japan, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK.  
 
 After spending so much time in these groups and becoming part of both U.S. and China-
based groups for facilitating these transactions, I feel it is worthwhile to record what I  
know in an ethnographic and analytical way, particularly because I have yet to come across a  
similar type of analysis on this topic. I have not found any ethnographic literature on the  
Amazon fake review economy5. The most in-depth English-language writing I've come across  
mostly deals with the mechanics of the transactions and the problems they pose to Amazon and  
to consumers; several major expose-style articles about the fake review economy have been  
published. There are also many shorter articles from industry specific sites usually targeted at  
U.S. Americans who are starting their own FBA businesses. Two of the most in-depth pieces 
I've come across are this report from Vox6 and this somewhat ethnographic look at the life of 
one Amazon reviewer from Buzzfeed7. And while these articles do begin to document how the 
fake review economy works, they do not specifically take an anthropological frame of analysis to 
the ecosystem of sellers, intermediaries, and reviewers - one which centers and analyzes the 
people and interactions within this community. For example, when the above Buzzfeed article 
came out, many U.S. reviewers were outraged; they felt that the article, which was widely shared 
on Facebook, was written only to highlight the “problem” of fake reviews, and many believe it 
led to a “sweep" on Amazon which resulted in a large number of wiped accounts. To sum up the 
literature more frankly: the majority of writing on the fake review economy focuses on the  
nuisance aspect of fake reviews without asking questions about how these interactions occur and  
what they mean to the people involved.  
 
 With these gaps in mind, I wanted to shape this paper in a way that aligns with  
anthropological ethics: namely, to do no harm. To accomplish this, I hope to employ the 
principles of both autoethnography and netnography in a way that 1) does not reveal any  
previously unpublished information about how these transactions occur, 2) draws only on  
ethnographic examples which are accessible to the online public, and 3) protects the identity of  
all accounts, real and fake, with which I've interacted. The goal of this paper, then, is not 
to reveal any secrets of this economy but rather to analyze the interactions of community 

                                                 
4 Although Prime is not an absolute requirement for reviewing, because shipping is rarely refunded most reviewers 
have prime so their packages ship for free. 
5 Ironically enough, I think the lack of Amazon-style predictive search function might have hindered my ability to 
find such material - I kept finding information about people who live in the Amazon Rainforest. 
6 Jason Del Ray, “Amazon can't end fake reviews, but its new system might drown them out.” Vox, Feb 14, 2020, 
Accessed February 27, 2020. 
7 Nicole Nguyen, “Her Amazon Purchases Are Real. The Reviews Are Fake.” Buzzfeed, November 20, 2019. 
Accessed February 27, 2020.  
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members and understand how participation in these online communities’ shapes 
members' understandings of themselves and of the online world around them. To that end, I will 
primarily provide ethnographic examples and analysis based on interactions I have been directly 
involved with.  
 
 One of the things that surprised me while working on this paper is the current  
development of anthropological discourse around ethnography in online spaces. It is clear some 
anthropologists, as well as market researchers, have been practicing various kinds of online 
ethnography since the 1990s; however, even in some of the most recent literature I've examined 
it is also clear that this is not the most broadly recognized and accepted practice.  
 
 There are several writers who have been consistent over the past 30 years in writing  
about theory, method, and practice of online ethnography, “netnography," and they lay out both  
compelling reasons for the practice as well as rigorous methodological guidelines. In writing 
this piece I have paid particularly close attention to the works of Robert Kozinets, who laid out 
six steps of netnography in his 2002 essay on netnography and market research8. Those steps  
include research planning, entrée, data collection, data analysis, ethical standards, and research  
representations9. Because that essay dealt mainly with netnography as a practice for market  
research, for this essay I will primarily focus on the middle four steps. Building on the works of 
Kozinets and others, Leesa Costello et. al. makes the argument that netnography is a more rich 
and meaningful practice when a researcher takes an active, engaged, and participatory role in 
online communities10. They build upon the work of others arguing that instead of passive forms  
of research, such as downloading an archive of posts or "lurking," active participation as well as 
autoethnographic analysis enable productive research while acknowledging that these 
understandings are filtered through the eyes of the researcher11 -- something I found particularly 
important as a digital native who knows all too well that interactions online are not  
consistently or uniformly interpreted by those involved or observing.  
 
 For the past two years, I've been an active participant in over 50 Amazon fake  
review-related Facebook groups, Facebook Messenger groups, Wechat groups, and for about 3  
months one Whatsapp group12. Leveraging my ability to read and write Mandarin, I've had the  
unique ability among my U.S. reviewer peers to also take part in groups exclusively for Chinese  
sellers and intermediaries.  
 
 My own entrée into the world of fake Amazon reviews came from two separate  
introductions that occurred almost simultaneously. I had recently purchased a lamp that was  
meant to help my house plants grow, only to find that the cord happened to be broken. I  
contacted the customer service email address on the card that came with the light and was  

                                                 
8 8 v Journal of Marketing Research 39 (2002): 61. 
9 Ibid., 63. 
10 Leesa Costello, Marie-Louise McDermott, and Ruth Wallace, “Netnography: Range of Practices, Misperceptions, 
and Missed Opportunities," International Journal of Qualitative Methods 16 (2017): 7.  
11 Ibid., 6. 
12 I was never a big whatsapp user, and quit using the app altogether, thus terminating my participation in that 
group.  
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offered a second free lamp shipped directly to me at no charge if I would leave a five-star 
review. At the same time a friend of a friend in Shenzhen was looking for people in the U.S. to 
buy his decorative lamp on Amazon and leave a positive review. From there I was gradually 
added to Facebook and WeChat groups via word or mouth (or keyboard, I suppose) where I 
could find more products for review. After being added to the first few groups by sellers, I was 
easily able to find more groups though Facebook's "suggested groups” feature. For most of these 
groups to join I simply had to type "yes" or "agree” in reply to a set of questions such as “this 
group is for U.S. reviewers, do you agree?" or “no online harassment, do you agree?" Once 
added I could see that the moderation structure for these groups fell in one of three categories: 
highly moderated by a team of U.S. reviewers (most restrictive in terms of admission into groups 
and tolerance for different kinds of posting), semi-moderated by a group of Chinese 
seller/intermediaries (virtually no restrictions on admission baring blacklists), and non-
moderated groups where even I as a regular group member would be prompted by Facebook to 
allow admission into the group.  
 
 I also began to occasionally be served Facebook and Instagram ads offering Amazon  
"product testing" opportunities -- more fake review opportunities. By leaning into the Facebook  
ad algorithm I was able not only to have more of these ads served to me in my Facebook feed, I  
was also able to have them more often. I would occasionally scroll though my Facebook feed at 
a fast pace, only stopping on the free product ads, so that I could see more new products being  
offered up. Often, when clicking on such ads, I was met by a Facebook chat-bot who would 
walk me through the first few steps of the process. I'm not entirely sure what about my online 
activity triggered these ads to begin with, particularly because it is apparent that Facebook 
cooperates with Amazon to curtail this practice by shutting down groups and deleting the burner 
accounts used by sellers and intermediaries; nonetheless, these ads enabled me to be in contact 
with more sellers and intermediaries and in turn be added to more groups.  
 
 In my time in these groups I've been a moderately active member, learning how the  
purchase and review system works, sharing what I had learned with newer members, inquiring  
about other groups and other tangential Amazon related-schemes, occasionally acting as a  
cross-cultural mediator and taking part in community discussions. All of the groups I have been  
a part of are public in the sense that their posts are not immediately visible, however the groups  
accept all requests to join and their posts are then visible to anyone who selects to join them.  
I want to re-emphasize that Amazon does not condone fake reviews of products on their  
site. Not only is Amazon well aware of the phenomenon, they are continually taking measures to  
entirely extinguish fake reviews13. After pushing for more Chinese sellers on their platform in  
2015, Amazon saw a drastic spike in fake reviews14. In 2016, they implemented a ban on paid  
reviews." In the years since, they've worked on other programs to stop the fake review economy,  
including “wiping “suspicious accounts by deleting their past reviews and banning them from  
further posting reviews. Questions about being "wiped” or even somehow altogether blocked  
from Amazon are common in review groups, and a frequent topic of discussion. Senior  
reviewers and intermediaries will take it upon themselves to create lists of best practices to  
                                                 
13 Zachary Crockett, “5-Star Phonies: Inside the Fake Amazon Review Economy." The Hustle, April 13, 2019, 
accessed February 29, 2020. 
14 Sean Ogino, “New Amazon Ban On Incentivized Reviews.” Annex Cloud, October 5, 2016. Accessed February 
29, 2020.  
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avoid detection. Beyond that it appears that Amazon works with Facebook to attempt to shut  
down groups and accounts that are linked solely to the fake review economy. Amazon also may 
be working with Paypal to find ways to flag accounts that might be involved. Finally, I can 
report that once an account begins to make too many or suspicious reviews the time it takes for a 
review to be processed and go live on Amazon can take significantly longer. Where a review 
might have only taken a few hours to post a review from an experienced reviewer may 
take several days or even a week to post. All of this poses a threat to the fake review economy, 
but that threat is not as critical as I'm sure Amazon hopes.  
 
 One of the reasons the fake review economy is able to continue to prosper is  
disperse-community building. The groups are like some combination of whack-a-mole and the 
French Resistance, where most sellers, intermediaries, and reviewers might have a strong 
relationship with one or two other community members, and possibly a loose connection to a  
handful more, as groups constantly form and disappear. The groups for U.S. reviewers, in  
particular, are highly ephemeral, often gaining traction and members (sometimes as many as 10  
or 20 thousand) and then fizzling out as new groups become more popular or as older groups  
are eventually shut down. Within these loose connections and dynamic community spaces it  
becomes very difficult to entirely eradicate any key players or primary community spaces that  
facilitate the transactions.  
 
 That being said, there are clear communities forming usually along language lines. For  
the past two years I've been part of two very stable Chinese groups: one specifically for sellers 
in Shenzhen and another for "worldwide” Amazon FBA sellers, although the membership is 
almost exclusively Chinese. Some of the U.S. review groups are more community forming than 
others, typically the aforementioned most moderated groups controlled by U.S. reviewers which 
end up more curated and include more community discussion posts.  
 
 What is particularly interesting from my vantage point are the similarities and  
differences the community aspects of these groups. For example, in the Chinese groups the three  
most common kinds of posts are job postings, housing postings (available sublets, requests for  
suggestions, etc.), and posts for collective commiserating about the difficulties of the job.  
Because these aren't the groups where people intend to solicit reviews, they are much more 
oriented around sellers and intermediaries to exchange information. By contrast the majority of  
community-type posts in the U.S. groups are new people, skipping over group descriptions to 
ask, “How does this work?" and posts about the repeatability of sellers or intermediaries. These  
same posts exist in some of the Chinese groups; however, I've observed that most sellers and  
intermediaries are less likely to discuss the trustworthiness of a reviewer in a group, and more  
likely to add someone directly to a blacklist.  
 
 The entire Amazon review economy, therefore, has to be built on trust and word of si  
mouth -- things that can be very easy to get from U.S. Americans on Facebook, but also very  
hard to hold on to. In order to regulate the system on both the Chinese side and the U.S. side  
sellers, intermediaries, and reviewers have created numerous, separate blacklists. These  
blacklists are used to check the reliability of an intermediary or a reviewer and are for the most 
part unregulated. They consist of Facebook groups, google docs, and other shared documents on  
platforms popular in China. One of the more prominent and well trafficked blacklists for sellers  
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and intermediaries is 卖家乙家(“Seller's Home”) which is a site with a searchable blacklist as  
well as business and lifestyle articles for Amazon sellers. Virtually anyone can add a person's  
name, email address, or Amazon account link to these lists without any outside verification  
process and for many people making transactions in the fake review economy a name on the  
blacklist can be a career ending move. For example, I was scammed about 9 months ago and had  
a suspicion that the scammer would add me to a blacklist. Recently, when I clicked an ad on  
Facebook and began interacting with a chat bot I was informed that my email address was  
added to a blacklist. I checked all of the blacklists I knew about and never found my email or 
any of my names. In the end, I simply didn't message back that account and was able to move 
on.  
 
 Being a “scammer" is the main reason sellers and intermediaries are added to blacklists.  
Often they either solicit purchases of an expensive product and do not return the refund, or  
solicit a review for a competitor's product and then aggravate the reviewer into leaving a bad  
review or reporting the account to Amazon. During the political demonstrations in Hong Kong  
in the summer and fall of 2019, I had the unique advantage of watching the large-scale planning  
of one such scam. Mainland Chinese sellers and intermediaries became enraged after seeing "  
both" (the political movement's main slogan) t-shirts for sale in the U.S. Amazon  
marketplace. The group planned to have multiple agents solicit bad reviews for the t-shirts both  
directly, and by posing as sellers looking for good reviews but then ghosting the buyers. While I  
never saw this scam come to pass, the incident did make the news as Chinese nationals reported  
and spammed the listing15.  
 
 Another major cause for blacklisting sellers and intermediaries appears to be cultural  
and linguistic miscommunications complicated by distrust and impatience. About two to three  
times a month I try to investigate cases of such miscommunications. Usually, it begins with a  
poster in a U.S. based group sharing screenshots of a conversation. The most common problem  
reviewers cite in sharing these screenshots is delay in refund which is presumed will eventually  
end in the seller or intermediaries ghosting the buyer and never returning the money to the  
reviewer.  
 
 When I have looked into some of these cases, I've found several themes of distrust:  
distrust because of language, distrust because of race/nationality, and distrust from lack of  
cultural knowledge. The easiest of these to uncover are when a reviewer distrusts the person  
they are working with because of language barriers, sometimes the intermediaries or sellers  
have used a word that is a direct translation or common machine translation of a Chinese 
phrase that doesn't make sense in English, this will put the reviewer on guard or even result in a 
literal miscommunication of information such as the time the refund will be sent. The next area 
of mistrust in these situations comes when a reviewer is distrustful of the seller or intermediary's  
racial or national identity - overall, I sense that reviewers have a higher trust of Chinese people  
compared to their non-reviewer U.S. American peers, because of the positive interactions  
they've had with sellers and intermediaries16. However, I have and continue to see some  

                                                 
15 Josh Horwitz, "Amazon Faces Backlash in China for T-Shirts with Hong Kong Democracy Slogans." Reuters, 
August 15, 2019, accessed February 28, 2020.  
16 I invite any interested political scientist to contact me about this. 
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blatantly xenophopbic posts about Chinese sellers and intermediaries as well as the Bangladeshi  
and Middle Eastern intermediaries. In some of the cases I have observed, this xenophobia has  
led to the blacklisting of agents who probably were not ill-intentioned. I predictably notice an  
increase in these kinds of posts whenever China is a top news item in the U.S. 
 
 Finally, one of the kinds of distrust I've taken a more active role in dissecting with  
community members is the distrust that arises because of cultural differences. Some of the  
differences are as basic as understanding how time difference and Chinese government holidays  
can delay a refund. Other times the disconnect seems to come from different cultural attitudes  
about the morality of these reviews. For Chinese sellers and intermediaries, the reviews are seen  
as a standard cost of doing business -- if Amazon didn't want people to purchase the reviews  
they shouldn't have designed a system that put a monetary value to them. Whereas there is a  
significant subsection of reviewers who are not comfortable with the idea that they are being  
paid for 5-star reviews. They feel they can only be paid for “honest" reviews and maintain that 
by only ever promising an “honest” review they do not break Amazon's Terms of Service. 
Sellers and intermediaries will use the word “honest” to avoid detection by anyone who might 
be monitoring a chat or posts and to maintain some amount of deniability about what they're  
doing, but at the same time believing there is an implicit understanding that the reviews 
should be 5-stars. Conflict then arises when a reviewer receives a low-quality product (and most 
of them are) and decides they can't “honestly” give a 5-star review. This becomes a particularly 
big problem for intermediaries, who then have both an angry boss and a stubborn reviewer who  
doesn't know how to play along. In these kinds of cases I've seen intermediaries be blacklisted  
by both U.S. reviewers and Chinese sellers. I have also seen resolutions to these scenarios where  
only the reviewer is blacklisted, but these are less likely as they most frequently occur in groups  
where the culture of "honest" reviews is more prevalent than the more transitionary 5-star  
review groups. Trust underpins every relationship within the fake review economy, and while its 
disparate, web-like structure strengthens this economy, lack of trust, earned and unearned -  
weakens it.  
 
 In a world where Jeff Bezos is the richest man alive and makes more money in an hour  
than any seller, intermediary, or reviewer will likely make in their lifetime, there are still  
reviewers and intermediaries who contact Amazon customer service asking to speak with Jeff.  
Amazon sees fake reviews as a nuisance, and publicly tries to dissuade people from posting  
them. However, in reality, fake reviewers are still buying products, engaging in the Amazon 
App, reviewing the products they receive, creating competition, and fostering new markets on  
Amazon.com. While this might not be beneficial to some more earnest online start-ups, in the  
long run, the fake review economy creates a great deal of economic activity centered around  
Amazon. If Amazon truly wanted to end fake reviews, there are any number of possible 
routes they could take to more aggressively eliminate them. The final point in the web of the 
fake review economy, I therefore suspect, is Amazon itself - the one player whom everyone  
distrusts.  
 
 Because of the lack of any substantive literature on the topic, this paper was limited in its  
analytical and ethnographic scope. Instead, I have devoted the majority of this paper to 
laying groundwork by explaining the general workings of the fake Amazon review economy. 
However, there are many more questions to examine within the fake review economy. I have 
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alluded to some of these above, including a critical exploration of non-Chinese intermediaries, 
and examination of how participation in the fake review economy affects U.S. reviewers' 
impressions of China and Chinese people. Further research might employ different ethnographic 
methods, particularly interviews with those participating. I would suspect that surveys might not 
work unless compensation can be offered because many reviewers are also taking part in paid 
survey type side-hustles. Finally, I would be remiss not to mention that I am actively tracking 
how the global Covid-19 crisis is affecting this group. Preliminarily, I can report there are  
demonstrations of concern, compassion, and opportunistic mask selling. Further, I can report  
that the overall flow of reviews, while initially slowed, is back to its normal pace since sellers 
and intermediaries require little more than an internet connection to conduct their business - 
once again demonstrating the resiliency of their unique community.  
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